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ABSTRACT

Audio signal processing is a core element in hearing de-
vices, allowing for adaptation of the signal properties
to the listener’s needs in a specific listening situation.
Besides the desired signal manipulations, e.g., spectral
equalization and binaural noise reduction, signal process-
ing may also introduce monaural or binaural distortions.
Auditory models can be applied to predict the perceptual
relevance of such distortions and for their minimization.
This, however, requires a balance between prediction ac-
curacy and computational efficiency of the model. In this
work, the simplistic binaural processing model of Eurich
et al. (2022 JASA, 151(6), pp. 3927–3936), based on the
hemispheric two-channel code and consistent with binau-
ral psychophysics, was combined with a modified version
of the monaural generalized power spectrum model of
quality (Biberger et al. 2018, JAES., vol. 66, no. 7/8, pp.
578–593) to cover binaural and monaural audio quality
aspects. The suggested model was evaluated with several
databases including music and speech signals processed
by loudspeakers and algorithms typically applied in mod-
ern hearing devices. The presented model performed sim-
ilar to previously employed computationally more com-
plex models, which makes it applicable to hearing devices
and algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cutting-edge hearing technology benefits from real-time
assessment of audio quality, as it allows for quick ad-
justment of running algorithms to better suit the listener’s
needs. To achieve this, computationally efficient models
for combined monaural and binaural audio quality assess-
ments are essential. While several binaural audio qual-
ity models have been developed in the past, e.g., [1–4],
they are often too computationally expensive for real-time
evaluations on devices. Recently, Fleßner et al. [5] com-
bined the outputs of the monaural generalized power spec-
trum model for quality (GPSMq; [6]) and the binaural
auditory-model-based quality prediction (BAM-Q; [1]) to
predict overall audio quality. However, such approach is
not very efficient as stimuli are required to be processed
by each of the two quality models. Here, we propose
a lean and psychoacoustically validated model for com-
bined monaural and binaural audio quality assessment,
which is a first step towards real-time applications in the
field of hearing device technology.

2. MODEL

The block diagram of the suggested computationally ef-
ficient model for combined assessment of monaural and
binaural audio quality is shown in Figure 2.

2.1 Binaural front end

The binaural model is a modified version of the model
proposed by Eurich et al. 2022 [7]. After basilar mem-
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed model.
Gray lines denote low-pass filtered Hilbert en-
velopes, dashed lines indicate differences between
reference and test signals.

brane processing using a linear fourth order gammatone
filterbank [8], two binaural features are extracted for each
frequency band in consecutive time frames of 400 ms:

1. the complex correlation coefficient γ, which is a
mathematical formulation of the two-hemispheric
channel code [7, 9] represents both the interaural
phase difference and the magnitude of its temporal
fluctuations. For frequency bands with center fre-
quencies below 1400 Hz, this operates on the tem-
poral fine structure of the bandpass signals, while
above of 1400 Hz it operates on their Hilbert en-
velopes. A first-order lowpass filter with a 150 Hz
cutoff frequency is applied to the envelope [10]. To
avoid infinite sensitivity, the coherence (i.e. |γ|) is
multiplied by 0.9. As in Eurich et al. [7], Fisher’s z
transform is applied to the coherence to account for
the higher sensitivity to coherence deviations from
unity [7].

2. Additionally, interaural level differences (ILDs),
i.e. the logarithmic power ratio between left and
right signals, were extracted.

2.2 Monaural front end

The monaural front end was adapted from the GPSMq [6].
For each time-frequency segment, the local DC power
was extracted. Time-frequency segment with a local DC
power below the hearing threshold in quiet [11] were set
to that threshold. Based on the local DC power derived
from the test and reference signals, local increment and
decrement SNRs were calculated and their dynamic range
was limited to 13 dB.

2.3 Back end

The model’s sensitivity to distortions was obtained as the
difference between the front end outputs of reference and
test signals. In the binaural features, information was
optimally combined across time frames n and frequency
bands p:

d′ =

√√√√
N∑

n

P∑

p

[d′(n, p)]2 (1)

The relative weighting ILD and γ features as well as
the lowest and highest predictable quality was calibrated
using the database from experiment 1 in Fleßner et al.
[1].The optimal combination of the two binaural feature
sensitivity indices gives the output of the binaural model:

d′bin =
√
d′2γ + d′2ILD. (2)

The monaural sensitivity indices were averaged
across the time frames and optimally combined across fre-
quency bands.

The monaural and binaural sensitivity indices ob-
tained for all items of a database were normalized to the
range [0; 1]. While the sensitivity indices of the model, d′,
represent the perceptual distance between reference and
test signals, the predicted audio quality was obtained as
1-d′. As the overall audio quality has been shown to be
dominated by the lower quality aspect [5], the monaural
or binaural aspect of the model that predicted the lower
quality was selected.

3. EVALUATION

The database of [1] was used for calibration of the bin-
aural path of the suggested model, while three further
databases covering a broad variety of monaural, binaural
and combined monaural and binaural distortions as they
typically occur in loudspeakers and hearables were used
to evaluate the ”calibrated” model.
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Figure 2. Model predictions for the database pro-
vided by Fleßner et al. [1], Experiment 1. This
database was used to calibrate the weight of the ILD
feature relative to the γ feature of the binaural model
pathway.

The binaural calibration database [1] has 114 items,
consisting of speech, music, and pink noise signals with
a duration of 10 s. The reference signals were diotic and
thus perceived in the middle of the head as a narrow spa-
tial image. The test signals were manipulated in ILDs
and ITDs to change the perceived apparent source width,
listening envelopment and the direction of arrival of the
sound source. The listeners rated the perceived difference
between a reference and various test signals on a numer-
ical rating scale ranging from 100 (”no difference”) to 0
(”very strong difference”) by using a procedure similar to
the MUSHRA (Multiple Stimulus with Hidden Reference
and Anchor) method. The following three databases were
used for model evaluation. The loudspeaker database,
taken from [6], consists of 336 items, based on the rat-
ings of 10 well-trained NH listeners (”expert listeners”)
for the perceived overall sound quality difference between
a high-quality three-way reference loudspeaker and 59
low-to-mid quality three-way and two-way test speaker
systems playing 15 music excerpts (20-30 s). All loud-
speakers were digitally equalized in order to evaluated
quality differences between test loudspeakers with digi-
tally compensated frequency response and a high-quality
three-way reference loudspeaker. The played-back music
signals were recorded by a dummy head (Neutric Cortex
MK2). The perceived sound quality differences between
reference and test signals were rated by using a quasi-

continuous rating scale ranging from 0 (imperceptible dif-
ferences) to 4 (significant differences).

The binaural magnification database, including 8
items, was taken from [1] and comprises binaural hear-
ing aid algorithms ( [12]), that magnifies binaural ILD-
and ITD-cues to improve the spatial separation between
sound sources. The algorithm was applied to one speaker
in a conversation scenario who talks with another (un-
processed) speaker. Such processing shifts the perceived
location of the processed speaker, while the spatial posi-
tion of the other speaker does not change. In the unpro-
cessed reference signal both speakers were perceived in
front of the receiver. Different degrees of magnifications
were tested and 10 NH listeners rated the overall differ-
ence between the reference signal and the test signals by
using a procedure similar to MUSHRA.

The acoustic transparency database was taken from a
study of Schepker et al. [13] and consists of 140 speech
and music items. They evaluated the audio quality of a
real-time hearing device prototype, aiming at an acousti-
cally transparent sound reproduction, by applying feed-
back suppression based on a null-steering beamformer
and individualized equalization of the sound pressure at
the eardrum. A dummy head with inserted hearing de-
vices was used for recordings. The dummy head open-
ear recordings served as the reference signals for acous-
tical transparency. Fifteen NH listeners rated the per-
ceived overall sound quality of each stimulus relative to
the (open-ear) reference by using a MUSHRA-like proce-
dure.

The subjective quality ratings for all mentioned
databases were measured in headphone experiments with
NH subjects in sound-isolated booths.

Table 1. Prediction performance of the suggested
model in terms of Pearson linear and Spearman rank
correlation coefficient between subjective and pre-
dicted quality assessments.

Database rPearson rrank

Binaural calibration [1] 0.91 0.92
Binaural magnification [1, 12] 0.91 1.00

Loudspeaker [6] 0.92 0.88
Acoustic transparency [13] 0.88 0.87
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For each database, the prediction performance of the sug-
gested model was quantified by the Pearson linear corre-
lation coefficient (rPearson) and the Spearman rank corre-
lation coefficient (rrank) between measured and predicted
data.

Table 1 shows the prediction performance for the cal-
ibration database (”Binaural calibration”) and the three
evaluation databases. For the considered databases, in-
cluding purely monaural, binaural and combined monau-
ral and binaural distortions, the proposed audio quality
model gave accurate predictions, which is indicated by
rPearson ≥ 0.88 and rrank ≥ 0.87, respectively.

Despite such good prediction performance, further
model evaluations with other types of distortions related
to hearables and smart headphones are required to draw
a more conclusive picture about its predictive power and
limitations. Since the overarching goal is to have a com-
putationally efficient model, one of the next steps is to
systematically assess how far the complexity of this model
can be further reduced, e.g., reducing the density of audi-
tory filters, while preserving its predictive power.
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